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About This Game

"Leviathan: The Last Day of the Decade" is a detective story told by a dweller of a cruel dark fantasy world affected by the
pandemic. The world ruled by a 5 noble-born kins under the suzerainty of the undead Plague King.

A young man spends years to find a clue to bring justice for his mother's murderer. But what if the criminal is protected by the
mighty family? And what if he is a man you really love?

FEATURES

— The world of aristocracy full of money and power.
— Romantic relationship.

— Daemons from the depths of outer worlds!
— Mysterious murder and secrets of the past!

— City streets, full of adventures.
— Stunning animated 2D graphics.

Episodes:

Episode I - The First Day of the Decade
Episode II - Clues from the past

Episode III - Being a killer
Episode IV - The Gift
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Episode V - The Last Day of the Decade

Forum: http://leviathan.club
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/leviathangame
Instagram: https://instagram.com/lostwood_games/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/LostwoodGames
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/LostwoodGames

Twitch: http://www.twitch.tv/lostwoodgames
VK community (russian): http://vk.com/leviathangame

Need help or technical support? Want to help us to make the game better? Mail us: help@thelostwood.com
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Title: Leviathan: The Last Day of the Decade
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Lostwood
Publisher:
Lostwood
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: 1.5 GHz or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card: DX9 (shader model 2.0) capabilities; generally everything made since 2004 should work

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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Every bit of its wonderful uniqueness is best experienced through a youtube let's play.

Unless uniqueness is truly of paramount importnance to your enjoyment of a game, don't buy this. I desperatately tried to enjoy
it and despite a very intriguing and promising tone and intro, I was left with nothing but an extremely frustrating trial-and-error.

I have an immense enjoyment of old-fashioned difficulty. This is not that,

I spent an hour trying to navigate samey labrynths only to be two-shot staggered and killed by enemies whose level design.
stealth, and immense agro range made them nigh-unknowable.

This is a wonderful game that refuses to be played. If you have money, time, and a lot of patience to spare, by all means play
this: it really is a breath of fresh air. And if that's for you then great! You might actually really like this game!

Unfortunately for the rest of us it's more of a breath of fresh fart.. Well... Lets see... This would be the very first MMO I ever
played when it was published by Acclaim (Acclame) back when CS1 the CS1 was the highest level and can only be reached by
doing Wild Tower dungeon repeatedly. The game graphics has not seen any updates since then but the skills and mechanics has
changed now. It holds many dear memories for us who played a long time and it still hold a great deal of interest now. This
game rewards those who spend money on the game but it also rewards those who are patient. It is possible to get all the stuff by
a free player but it will take time and patience. Knowledge about the game is necessary. I am glad this is game is coming to
steam and playredfox seems to a fine publisher. Good luck to rest and let the grindfest begin.. JustThis DLC will add the
following items:
\u30fbChange Dungeon: Rebeat Resort
\u30fbPlan: V Crystal Ring
\u30fbPlan: Vita Ring
\u30fbPlan: LL Ring
\u30fbPlan: Pop-up Ring
\u30fbKey Fragment

It will also add the following content:
\u30fbIncrease level cap by 300
\u30fbA new Colosseum battle is available. pretty underwhelming game. good music, nice graphics and aesthetics but the
dialogue and 'humor' just falls flat on its face. i wouldn't pay more than $10 than this which is what i got it on sale for.. i love
ww2/ww1 games i play a lot of rts games aswell and this is my favourite ww1 game so far definitly recommend this to
ww2/ww1 lovers or rts gamers
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Just to make it clear to the friends of the developer who don't like my negative review, I am not recomending this game for a
few reason and none of them have to do with anything but the state of Virtual Warfighter.

1)The game was released in a pre alpha state just to compete with Onward and it was broken because of it, from launch day (3rd
of sep) up until a couple of weeks (start of November) back this game was completely non functioning. I actually playtested the
game just before release and it was broken then too (unplayable due to network problems), when i asked at the time about a
release schedual i was told it by the dev he didn't know and he still had lots to do. Then a week later when Onward announced
their release date Virtual Warfighter just happened to announce there's too and it was to be a few days after Onwards release.
On release the network code was still broken and no body could connect online, to top it off the dev still isn't sure things are
fixed which he talks about in this thread because no one is connecting (but that could be because no one is playing it).

https:\/\/www.reddit.com\/r\/Vive\/comments\/5ff90d\/virtual_warfighter_update_25_released\/

2) Which brings us to point two that nobody plays the game and i mean nobody EVER plays this game and for an online only
multiplayer game it's kind of very improtant that people play it. At it's peak it has had 7 players online (that was when the game
was broken btw) but since release it has only had 4 or 5 unique players which consists of the devloper himself and atleast 2 of
his playtesters (MulleDK and Exohop on reddit) meaning it's whole community seems to be the dev himself and friends. Which
he also admits in the reddit thread i posted in point 1.

http:\/\/steamcharts.com\/app\/517020#1m (website tracking people who play this game)

3) Content wise this game is absolutely bare bones, there are no constistant updates and at one point in September the dev said
they were going to be weekly. Since then he has taken 2 months to fix the network problems and released one map and one
game mode to pad the already thin offering. For a $25 game this is not even close to good enough and this brong us to our next
point.....

4) Future content is to be going tactical game modes like Onward which is not where i was expecting or wanting this game to go.
As of the end of November the future content plans are only for tactical game modes, first person hands and maybe weapon
attchments in the future. This is not good enough, the game is already barebones and it's future planned updates look bleak at
best, there is no mentions of maps, weapons or other features. Not to mention I feel like there is a lot of people who don't like
the tactical gameplay of Onward which is a niche market treaditionally and it seems like there is a gap in the market for an
arcadey shooter. Yet never being advertised as being a tactical shooter VW now seems to be focusing its future content on
Onward style gameplay.

https:\/\/trello.com\/b\/S2fn1V0h\/virtual-warfighter-issue-tracker ("future update list")

To top it all off there are a few people here who continually go around praising this game and telling people to buy it too, these
people just happen to be friends with the devs and help him playtest it regularly too. I find this disturbing because of the simple
fact that the game was at the time not working and as the dev admitted himself, he is not sure it's fixed. Yet for some reason
these people run around rubbishing Onward and accuse anyone who says anything negative about VW of being onward fanboys
(as you see bellow in the comments).

Personally i have no attachment to either game and i think the numbers of people playing teach game and the sales speak more
about the quality each respective game then i ever could. Onward has a thriving community, VW is a broken mess with no
community.. Game is simple but not easy jump and collect pass-your-free-time-and-relax type of game. Its worth a while.

To access your bought soundtrack on PC find your steam folder (C:\\program files\\Steam), then find folder "common" in
"Steamapps" folder. In "Snapshot" folder there will be folder "Soundtrack" with your music. I could not find other way to access
it.

Enjoy!. IDK man the story and puzzles and♥♥♥♥♥♥were good but I mostly just bought the game because the protagonist is
rly hot. So if you have a thing for short, plump, socially awkward in a cute way gals I would reccomend this game to you.. I
prefer planes that are "systems accurate" and not those that are more focused on cosmetics. I've avoided Carenado products in
the past, as I've found their products fall in the latter bucket- great cosmetics with inaccurate representations of how the planes
actually fly. I went ahead and bought this one anyway... and was disappointed. This plane has some major technical flaws with
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the autopilot that are patently obvious from the very first. The autopilot controls seem to be from some obscure model of the
Saratoga... I've checked the photos of every Saratoga for sale on controller.com, of which there are currently 27, and every
single one has an "approach" button on the autopilot to capture the localizer. not so here! There is a "localizer mode" on the
autopilot "dial", but it doesn't work- no vertical guidance! I checked the manual, and it implies that the localizer mode is the
same as the NAV mode- so this plane won't fly a guideslope (Carenado manuals are pretty putrid overall, so it's not clear).
Bottom line- this plane is incapable of doing precision approaches. What pilot would buy an airplane for hundreds of thousands
of dollars that can't do precision approaches? The basic cessna on FSX is more capable!
If you like cosmetics only, go for it, this is a pretty plane. if you like realism, go elsewhere. Personally I prefer the feelthere
products... very realistic with great manuals.
Hope this helps!. So so SO bad. Never buy this. I've played better games from 1st year Video game design students.. Unique gun
stacking ability, stack up to 6 guns on top of eachother. Mayhem like other serious sam games, ok for a couple of hours.
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